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Chimpzee, a crypto project that enables users to earn passive income while making contribution to
environmental conservation and animal welfare, has announced its debute on the Solana network in
the Fall. As the launch of CHMPZ on the Solana network is poised to provide investors with an
exciting opportunity to capitalize on the recent frenzy surrounding meme coins on this blockchain,
more and more crypto enthusiasts are showing growing interests on this cryptocurrency project.

Then, as Chimpzee will soon launch on Solana, growing number of investors want to get better
insights about this meme coin project. What is Chimpzee (CHMPZ)? is it a good investment in 2024?
Next, let’s have a close look at this meme coin.
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What is Chimpzee (CHMPZ)?

Chimpzee is a disruptive Web3 project, focusing on charity, earning a passive income whilst
simultaneously saving animals and fighting climate change. CHMPZ is a cryptocurrency that aims to
revolutionize the digital asset industry.

Chimpzee, as well as its CHMPZ token, is more than just another cryptocurrency. It’s a project that
blends financial innovation with commitment to environmental conservation and wildlife protection.
This dual focus on monetary value and social responsibility has resonated with investors seeking
investments that align with their values while offering a degree of stability in uncertain times.

As for crypto enthusiasts seeking a more stable and purpose-driven investment option, Chimpzee
may be a good investment option with its unique ecosystem and tokenomics.
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Chimpzee’s Unique Ecosystem

One of the things that make Chimpzee outstanding is its unique ecosystem that combines financial
incentives with a noble cause. Overal, the unique Chimpzee ecosystem is an interconnected network
of various Web3 platforms and features,including theChimpzee store (Shop2Earn), the NFT
Marketplace(Trade2Earn), and the Zero Tolerance Game (Play2Earn).

Shop2Earn

Representing the commerce hub of the ecosystem. the Chimpzee store provides an opportunity to
earn CHMPZ coins when customers purchase a variety of Chimpzee gear, whereas a percentage of
the profits are donated to worthy organizations focused on protecting animals and the environment.

In this context, the”ShoptoEarn” component incentivizes customers to make purchases or engage
with the platform’s products or services by offering rewards in the form of CHMPZ coins,which can
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be used to unlock discounts or special offers within the ecosystem. Chimpzee NFT passport owners
earn more CHMPZ coins and acquire access to special discounts and promotions.

Trade2Earn

Innovative and interactive, the Chimpzee NFT Marketplace will be one of the first marketplaces that
shares a portion of the trading fee profits with everyone on the platform. This means that users can
earn a share of the trading fees generated on the marketplace by holding a Chimpzee NFT passport
or by actively trading on the marketplace.

Play2Earn

As the main entertainment juncture of Chimpzee, the Zero Tolerance Game is a game that rewards
users with CHMPZ coins when they reach certain milestones, providing an additional opportunity to
earn through the platform. Overall, the game’s name is “zero tolerance,” emphasizing how Chimpzee
and his army stand up to fight to protect the animals we share our planet with and ultimately stop
the mechanics of man from destroying our forests.

In these detrimental circumstances, there is “zero tolerance” for abuses against nature and our
environment, To recognize their commitment, those players that use their personalized Chimpzee
Avatar or NFT Passport will receive additional benefits,rewards and earn more CHMPZ coins.

Overall, the project behind the CHMPZ token has established a structure that allows members of
their community to protect the earth while earning CHMPZ reward. This innovative approach not
only provides a compelling use case for the token but also ensures its long-term sustainability and
appeal to socially conscious investors.
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CHMPZ Tokenomics

The CHMPZ token represents the core financial unit of Chimpzee ecosystem and is utilized to
purchase Chimpzee NFT passports required to earn the most passive income and get the highest
amount of benefits and rewards.

Every CHMPZ coin used to purchase a Chimpzee NFT Passport when it launches is burned and
taken out of circulation. This has a potential to burn up to 5 Billion tokens from the circulating
supply.

To foster the viability of Chimpzee, a solid and sustainable structure for Tokenomics was
established:

Public sale(45%):Tokens will be sold to the public.
Exchange & Liquidity (10%):To get on popular exchanges and dex’s at later time.
Marketing(15%):To spread the word of Chimpzee to the world and build a new movement to
protect animals and save the environment.
Community Rewards (5%): To reward the community for their support and activitiesto help
spread the word.
Charity (10%): To donate to organizations helping save animals and fightclimate change.
Development(10%): Development – To support the development of the Chimpzee ecosystem.
Team (5%): For talent acquisition and team growth.
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Chimpzee (CHMPZ) Price Prediction

As of writing the article on June 3, Chimpzee (CHMPZ) is traded at a price of $0.00011974, down
6.58 % over the past 24 hours. Meanwhile, it records a 24-hour trading volume of  $360.338K.

The following sets forth the CHMPZ to USD Chart.

Chimpzee Chart

For more information about Chimpzee (CHMPZ), please visit BTCC Chimpzee (CHMPZ) quote page.

Chimpzee (CHMPZ) Price Prediction 2024

As for price projection for Chimpzee in 2024, the coin is expected to reach a maximum price of
$0.0003865, accompanied by a potential minimum level of around $0.000000929 during the same
year.
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Chimpzee (CHMPZ) Price Prediction 2025

The Chimpzee price for 2025 is currently predicted to range between $ 0.00012 on the lower end
and $ 0.000572 on the high end. Based on current price analysis, Chimpzee could gain 378.86% by
2025 if CHMPZ reaches the upper price target.

Chimpzee (CHMPZ) Price Prediction 2030

As for long-term price prediction for 2030, it is projected that Chimpzee could range between
$ 0.00031 on the lower end and $ 0.000502 on the high end. Based on current price analysis,
Chimpzee could gain 320.07% by 2030 if it reaches the upper price target.
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Is Chimpzee (CHMPZ) a Good Investment in 2024?

With its token burn mechanism and limited supply of CHMPZ tokens, Chimpzee (CHMPZ) is
regarded as an attractive investment opportunity. In addition, the introduction of the new CHMPZ
token on the Solana network is expected to coincide with its launch on a popular Solana
decentralized exchange, expanding Chimpzee’s accessibility to a broader audience.

After taking Chimpzee’s unique ecosystem and value proposition into consideration, the upcoming
launch of CHMPZ project on the Solana network presents a unique opportunity for investors to get
in early on a venture that merges financial rewards with environmental conservation efforts the
platform offers a compelling investment proposition. Overall, based on current market dynamics, the
future outlook for Chimpzee (CHMPZ) is promising.

However, as all investments carry both risks and opportunities. Therefore, all investors are advised
to do profound research and stay well-informed before making any investment decision regarding
Chimpzee (CHMPZ).

That’s all information about Chimpzee (CHMPZ). If you want to know more information about
Chimpzee (CHMPZ) meme coin and other cryptocurrencies, please visit BTCC Academy.
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